Wandering through a maze of fake--foliage covered trellises, the viewer chances upon groups of lovers that seem at once strangely familiar and disquietingly foreign. This article reflects on these questions using Shonibare's work as a provocation to reconsider the forms, uses and depictions of love in colonial and postcolonial contexts. While the literature on love and colonialism is small, there is already a clearly demarcated division between two positions in relation to colonial love. The first depicts love as a tool of empire, as a mechanism of control and exploitation, which justified and partially disguised the abuses of empire while also facilitating alliances and occupations that enabled colonial ambitions to be attained. The second, more utopian perspective, sees love as the basis for a resistance to the objectives of colonialism. Love of humanity as a whole, or of the particular Other, is envisaged as the motivation for a refusal of the violence that is colonial conquest. To contest and dismantle this dichotomy, the article draws on the work of various theorists, including Matt Matsuda, Elizabeth Povinelli, Chela Sandoval, Leela Gandhi and Jean--Luc Nancy, from a range of disciplines such as history, anthropology, literary theory and philosophy. It creates a 'conversation' between these theorists and Shonibare's installation that allows the theories to be sketched and a 'response' inspired by Jardin d'Amour to be proposed.
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Shonibare's Jardin d'Amour challenges, I will suggest, the traditional bifurcation of love into imprisonment (for example, within the restrictions of coupledom) on the one hand, or freedom on the other. Contesting this dichotomised view, Shonibare's work suggests that love is an intrusion of the other into the self and of the self into the other that touches and exposes each so that the lovers are always necessarily transformed by the process of love. This is a violence but it is also the creation of new possibilities, trajectories and futures. Shonibare's frequent use of wax--print fabrics and headless mannequins is generally read as a critique of the economic inequalities and abuses of colonialism, and a warning about the on--going disparities in our present post--colonial era. The reviews of Jardin d'Amour continue this interpretation and ignore the centrality of love to the work. 1 This obscures an important aspect of Shonibare's installation, which can be interpreted as a commentary on the functioning of love in colonial and postcolonial relations that contests the simplistic division of love into an expression of freedom or a subjugation of the self. Shonibare's work disrupts the dichotomous construction of love by revealing the violence and entwinements of love that simultaneously create bonds while also tearing apart fixed and established identities and commitments.
-JARDIN D'AMOUR'S 'AFRICAN' WAX-PRINT FABRICS
Fragonard's 'The Lover Crowned', 'Love Letters', 'The Meeting', 'The Pursuit': all take place in ornate, highly stylised rococo gardens dappled with sunlight, setting the scene for the romantic encounters between sumptuously dressed eighteenth--century French patricians. In 'The Lover Crowned' a woman holds a wreath over a man's head as they play together at courtly love. Adorned with flowers and dressed lavishly in a golden, bustled, elaborately draped gown and lace neck--ruff she reflects affluence, privilege and indulgence. He is similarly ostentatiously attired in regal red tightly fitted knee length breeches and flowing red jacket and white neck--ruff. These depictions of pleasure gardens, romantic encounters and advantaged nobility form a series, Les progrès de l'amour, that Louis XV's mistress, Madam du Barry, commissioned from Jean--Honoré Fragonard, for her garden pavilion at Louveciennes. 2 Though Madam du Barry ultimately rejected the paintings and returned them to the artist, they were designed specifically for her pavilion. Two of the works were to flank the large glass door leading to the gardens and two were for the opposite wall, one for each side of a door leading into an inner room. are depicted along with an artist who has artfully arranged and now sketches the scene, so that the process of representation and memorialisation are explicitly explored within the work. 5 Most importantly, Sherrif argues that 'The Progress of Love' has no pre--determined narrative but offers many possible interpretations and entry points.
Sherrif compares Fragonard's works to a garden in which the gardener plans and creates some structure-through the placement of plantings, walkways, buildings and sculptures-but the visitor chooses where to enter the garden and how to meander through it. Similarly, 'the panels', Sherrif writes, 'both suggest a story and withhold a predetermined narrative order, thus engaging the audience in a lively exchange '. 6 By the 1770s when these painting were created, France had already established a far--reaching colonial empire, which partly funded the extravagances of the French courts and nobility. Acadia, in northern Americas and Canada, was claimed as The history of the 'African' wax--print fabric itself reveals the interconnectedness of cultures. Inspired originally by Indonesian batiks, these designs and techniques were emulated by the Dutch and manufactured in the Netherlands and Manchester before being sold to a West African market. 8 The Dutch fabrics were originally intended for Indonesian consumption but they were inferior to the local product and did not sell there. Instead, the fabrics were diverted to West Africa and later the whole African continent. 9 Javanese batik is created by applying hot liquid wax to areas of undyed cloth. Once hardened, the wax protects the fabric from the dye in which it is submerged. If the wax cracks the dye can affect unintended areas, creating the characteristic irregular veined pattern, though the aim is to avoid this effect. The Dutch imitation batik does not use this technique;
instead the fabrics are printed on rollers using designs derived from original batiks. 10 The 'African' fabric is not, therefore, technically 'wax--print' though it emulates the wax--print patterns and effects. The conventions and protocols of European seduction and flirtation, so evident in the original works, are now transported into the space of colonialism, provoking reflection on the role of love in colonial conquest. Shonibare's work is not only pointing to the role of empire in financing the indulgences of aristocratic life, and is not simply a warning that this indulgence comes at a cost, but also places love at the centre of these past and present situations. Shonibare's work suggests that colonialism is not enacted through violence alone but may also be enabled through the strategies of love. Tahiti, alliances between Tahitian women and outsiders enabled the creation of social and political prestige, but this system of using women for political ends was not evident in New Caledonia. 19 As a result, imperial strategy in New Caledonia concentrated on the development of family love by encouraging the wives and children of French convicts imprisoned in New Caledonia to join their husbands and fathers upon their release, and to establish farms and small businesses in the colony. surrounding colonial intimacy, but some have proposed that love can also inspire resistance to the degradation and subjectification enacted by colonial rule.
-ANTI-COLONIAL LOVE
In Methodology of the Oppressed, Chela Sandoval argues that love enables 'a differential mode of consciousness' that facilitates decolonisation. 27 She writes: 'It is love that can access and guide our theoretical and political "movidas"-revolutionary manoeuvres toward decolonized being'. 28 Sandoval identifies a distinction between a normative 'narrative love' and a 'revolutionary love' or 'prophetic love' that ruptures prescriptive discourses and facilitates an alter--consciousness. 29 Sandoval describes this as a 'complex kind of love in the postmodern world, where love is understood as affinity-alliance and affection across lines of difference that intersect both in and out of the body'. 30 From a different perspective Leela Gandhi also points to the anti--imperialism is attempting to present her with a rose. The maze, like love, is not complete absence or complete presence. It is the passage, the movement, the quest, the delay. It is a space between that creates desire and defers its fulfilment. In this work the maze allows a movement between past and present, while it also precipitates the viewer into the space of love, colonialism, conquest, pleasure, extravagance, luxury, subjugation-all intertwined within the images, the references, the metaphors and the structure of the work. and is altered by the other through a caress that is also a violence is so far as it results in a necessary transformation of self and other.
-SHATTERED LOVE
The understanding of colonial love as a contradiction-as both a violent colonial assimilation and as a resistant recognition of alterity-conforms with a long tradition in which love is conceived as opposition: as both bitter and sweet, freedom and bondage, altruistic and egoistic, spiritual and carnal. Within this traditional conception these oppositions create a dialectical movement oscillating between these dichotomies until one is sublated within the other. The one is not destroyed VOLUME19 NUMBER2 SEP2013 210 but incorporated into the other in a movement that resolves and clarifies the characteristics of love. 38 This conception of love mimics a broader construction of dialectical oppositions between the heart and the subject, love and reason, passion and thought.
Against this tradition, however, the French philosopher Jean--Luc Nancy proposes a thinking of love not as dialectic or as contradiction but as exposition.
Rather than conceive love as constituted through opposition and through its sublation into a final resolved stability, Nancy proposes that love be understood as revealment or openness. This exposure, Nancy concedes, may be similar to or an aspect of the dialectic but it does not resolve into a closure; instead it continually effuses as an ongoing outpouring or divulging. Love, in this conception, is a ceaseless process that avoids stasis or stability by continually transforming the subject through its exposure, both as revealment and vulnerability, to the Other. 39 For Nancy, love is the act that inaugurates the subject, the act that brings the subject into being. There is no subject before this moment of love. Moreover, love constitutes the subject as fractured: love opens the subject introducing alterity into the heart of the subject creating thereby a shattered subject. Nancy writes: 'he, this subject, was touched, broken into, in his subjectivity, and he is from then on, from the time of love, opened by this slice, broken and fractured, even if only slightly … From then on, I is constituted broken '. 40 There is no autonomous autarchic subject for Nancy. Rather, subjectivity is constituted through interrelations, through sociality, through love and as a result we are shattered, multiple, disunified. Never simply an immanence closed in on itself, the self is always transported, opened and exposed by and with the other who touches, breaks, cuts the subject in love. Love, thus, is always a form of heart--break
as love cutting open, exposes the one to the other so that: 'the immanence of the subject … is opened up, broken into … Love is the act of transcendence (of a transport, of a transgression, of a transparency … ).' 41 Nancy's exploration of love is an attempt to elaborate Heidegger's conception of Dasein (the human being) as a being--with--others. Heidegger proposes that concern (for things and others) is a fundamental structure or characteristic of Dasein but he fails to develop this concept of concern for the other. 42 Nancy rectifies this lack,
proposing that the subject (or, as he names it, the singularity) comes into existence within sociality or within love. This transforms Heidegger's individualistic Dasein into a human existence that is constituted through the effects of love and so through the effects of sociality. 43 Against a tradition that envisages a pre--existing autonomic subject who subsequently experiences love, Nancy proposes that singularities only come into existence through love, within sociality, as a being--with--others.
It is tempting perhaps to separate the Empire of Love from anti--colonial love, dividing them into opposing modes or manifestations or instances of love. On the one hand, the Empire of Love could be aligned with conventional Western narratives of love in which love justifies acting for and on the Other despite the Other's desires.
On the other hand, anti--colonial love might be conceived as an ethical love that recognises alterity, acknowledges difference and prioritises the Other's needs, culture and modes of being. Yet each of these modes of love continues to assume an a priori subject who subsequently loves and is loved. Moreover, each ignores the complexity of love for love is not ethical in one expression and violent in another.
Rather, love is the inauguration of the subject as a hybridity who is therefore always to some degree othered, and so foreign to itself. Love is not ever simply a comfortable reassuring reaffirmation of the self and other, for love enters into the heart of being creating the subject or the singularity within sociality as an already multiple, othered being. This process of inauguration through love involves caress and violence, affection and passion.
Not only does Nancy's conception of love challenge the priority of the isolated, self--contained subject by revealing the pre--existence of love and sociality, but it also contests the dichotomising of violent love and ethical love. All love, for Nancy, involves a certain violation as all love intrudes upon and transforms the autonomous subject. A single act of love may, therefore, simultaneously exemplify Elsewhere, Nancy also writes of cultural exchange and interrelation, contesting the idea of cultural purity and proposing that all cultures are from the outset combined with other cultures. Like the subject, who is inaugurated through the fracturing of love, all cultures are from the beginning an amalgam or composite. To avoid the static closure of the term mixture, Nancy writes 'In Praise of Melee'. 44 Culture is a process of becoming enabled by the melee of heterogeneous intermingling of cultures within culture. Melee involves both love and combat, Aphrodite and Ares, provoking 'blows and embraces, assaults and truces, rivalry and desire, supplication and defiance, dialogue and dispute, fear and pity, and laughter as well'. 45 The subject, like culture, is fracturing, transforming and becoming through its encounter with the other/stranger that involves the melee of Ares and Aphrodite.
Yinka Shonibare's work performs this melee of Ares and Aphrodite, reformulating
European images and cultures to reveal the alterity already hidden and disguised within the European imaginary and identity. Her interdisciplinary research focuses on emotion in narrative and culture. She has taught in Australian and UK universities and is currently a senior lecturer in Humanities and Social Sciences at the University of Greenwich.
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